
February 2023 Product Launch 
This product launch kicks off the year with a variety of new LEDVANCE branded LED Luminaires and HID 
Lamps to fit a wide assortment of applications. Find the full list below.

LUMINAIRES HID LAMPS
PERFORMANCE CLASS DUAL SELECTABLE SLIM WALL PACK 

PERFORMANCE CLASS DUAL SELECTABLE BULLET FLOOD 

VALUE CLASS DUAL SELECTABLE T-FIT™

PERFORMANCE CLASS HID REPLACEMENT LAMPS

LEDVANCEUS.COM

www.ledvanceus.com/luminaires


PERFORMANCE CLASS DUAL SELECTABLE SLIM WALL PACK
 — The new LEDVANCE Dual Selectable Slim Wall Pack is a versatile outdoor fixture that can 
be used as a full cutoff Wall Pack as well as a Floodlight adjustable up to 90 degrees. 

 — The dual selectability consists of three lumen outputs and 3000K, 4000K or 5000K in the 
same product. 

 — It has a standard photocell and can also be customized with a daylight/motion sensor.

PERFORMANCE CLASS HID REPLACEMENT LAMPS
 — Dual selectable and available in both 120-277V and 277-480V versions. 
 — Offered from 10W to 450W versions, this comprehensive product family offers a true LED 
retrofit for existing 1000W HID lamps. 

 — Additionally, the active cooling feature allows these lamps to more accurately mirror the 
ANSI retrofit footprint, that they’re intended to retrofit, allowing for the reduction in overall 
length of up to 25%.

PERFORMANCE CLASS DUAL SELECTABLE BULLET FLOOD
 — Available in 120-347V, they are selectable wattage (10.5/20/30W) and selectable color 
temperature (3000K/4000K/5000K). 

 — There are lenses included with the product to make it a 15, 25, or 40 degree beam spread 
to eliminate the need for any other SKU on the shelf. 

 — These luminaries come standard with a ½” IPS threaded mount and ground stake. To meet 
all your mounting needs, a tenon mount adaptor is available as an accessory.

VALUE CLASS DUAL SELECTABLE T-FIT™
 — The LEDVANCE Dual Selectable T-FIT are an innovative, modern and sustainable solution 
to replace flat panels in offices, conference rooms, restaurants and retail areas.

 — The dual selectability consists of three lumen outputs and 3500K, 4000K or 5000K in the 
same product.
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